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Abstract

In this paper, a real-time chemi-thermomechanical pulping (CTMP) process was investi-

gated, where opportunities were explored to increase energy consumption efficiency with a

guarantee of expected pulp properties as a priority. Due to the process instrumentation limita-

tions, such as the lack of advanced regulatory controllers and optimization units, the advanced

process controllers and real-time optimization strategies can hardly be implemented in the ex-

isting CTMP processes. Therefore, a novel visualization-based process evaluation methodology

is proposed to aid the mill operators in making further decisions to improve the process oper-

ations. Additionally, to determine the desirable pulp properties for production, an inferential

sensor model is developed that estimates the handsheet properties from pulp properties. Also,

to assess the model prediction accuracy in real-time, a reliability index model is designed. The

proposed methodologies have been validated on a practical CTMP process, and the results show

the satisfactory performance of the system.

Keywords: Chemi-thermomechanical pulping process, energy consumption optimiza-

tion, visualization, process operation performance evaluation, model reliability analysis
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1 Introduction

The prosperity of the pulp and paper industry has been lasting for decades. In recent years,

despite the proposals on paperless alternatives, the global pulp and paper market has been steadily

growing at over 1% per year1. Among the existing pulping processes, the mechanical pulping pro-

cesses are widely used for newsprint productions, owing to their relatively high pulp yield2. However,

the mechanical pulping processes are also highly energy intensive, mainly because of the core refin-

ing segments. Also, due to the increase in electricity price, the environmental concerns, the carbon

taxes, and the low energy efficiency, the research focusing on energy consumption optimization while

maintaining the expected pulp quality have significant attention and has been actively pursued by

many research groups worldwide. In the existing literature, two typical representatives of mechan-

ical pulping processes are commonly considered, namely, the thermo-mechanical pulping (TMP)

process and the chemi-thermomechanical pulping (CTMP) process.

Various methodologies have been developed to address the energy reduction objective, where the

multivariate advanced process control strategies and real-time optimization (RTO) approaches were

most prevalent among the existing methodologies. Typical examples of advanced process control

are the different kinds of model predictive control (MPC) strategies developed to regulate the TMP

processes. Tian et al. specifically proposed multi-objective economic MPC strategies with state

estimation to address the trade-off between the economic and set-point tracking performance3, 4, 5.

In the series of works proposed by Harinath et al.6, 7, 8, economic nonlinear MPC approaches are

configured to deal with the real-time control and optimization in both high and low consistency

refining operations of a TMP process. Other MPC approaches have also been proposed to control

pulping processes, such as the simplified linear MPC strategy9, the generalized predictive controller10

and a recent work of inferential MPC design11. Moreover, to address model uncertainty and process

disturbance in the kraft pulping process, well-designed offset-free MPC strategies1, 2 have been

employed to regulate the Kappa number and cell wall thickness with compensation of plant-model

mismatch and system disturbances. A global linear representation based on Koopman operator

theory has been implemented to describe the nonlinear dynamic kraft pulping process3. Qian

Xingsheng2 and Karlstrom et al.12 first-principles models are generally used, where the former

model is developed considering the operating variables, disturbances, and pulp properties, and the
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latter model is entropy-based which is a division of motor load of steam production and wood chips

defibration. However, these models are based on several assumptions, and there is also a risk of fiber

cutting and eventually a plate clash13. In parallel with the MPC-related approaches, many RTO

approaches also exist to guide pulp mill operations. For instance, Mercangöz et al.14 designed and

implemented a linear programming-based economic RTO strategy, resulting in relatively high annual

savings. A multivariate analysis-based TMP optimization proposed by Elsinga et al.15 optimizes the

quality parameters. In Nuengwang et al.’s work16, the RTO approach has been implemented in three

scenarios to determine optimal pulp mill operation conditions to resist the impacts of wood moisture

content variations. Choi et al. proposed the multiscale modelling of fibre morphology describing the

change of fiber length and cell wall thickness during pulping that captures the dynamic evolution

in the paper mill process17. Also, some advanced interpretable machine-learning algorithms have

been implemented for modelling and decision-making of pulp mill process operations18, 19. These

proposed approaches have been validated on either simulated or practical pulping processes and

gained satisfactory performances. However, restricted to the instrumentation of certain pulping

processes, the existing well-designed approaches might lose their effectiveness.

In practical applications, MPC and RTO strategies require appropriate infrastructure support

from pulp mills, including software and hardware configurations. The calculated optimal steady-

state operating conditions are achievable when multivariate controllers are accessible to stabilize

the process. The dynamic optimization in MPC can set the manipulated variable operations, but

it must have the support of an online optimizer and executors to realize the received commands

with specified sampling rates. However, for the CTMP process investigated in this paper, only

basic closed-loop controllers are set up in the mill with critical set points provided by the process

operators. The lack of multivariate advanced control configuration restricts the economic MPC

implementation. Also, the static RTO can hardly perform well due to the missing stabilizing

controllers. Instead of using an online optimizer to provide an optimal solution, we develop a non-

interactive approach to evaluate the process operation performance in real-time using visualization

methodology. Motivated by the existing optimization approaches, the feasible regions of the se-

lected manipulated variables are explored and visualized through the produced pulp quality. Using

the proposed methodology, the process operators and engineers intuitively comprehend the process

operations and can manipulate the process operations better according to the provided recommen-
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dations, especially when the performance is degraded. The advantages of the proposed strategy

include: (1) The modelling and computations are simple and straightforward to implement in an

industrial operation environment; (2) Satisfactory accuracy is achievable in a simple framework and

can easily be operated and maintained by mill operators; (3) Non-intrusive characteristic makes

the online realization safe and effective; (4) Intuitive visualization integrated with high-dimensional

information is easily understood and accepted by mill operators; (5) The proposed framework has

high extensibility and easily be upgraded to incorporate more advanced techniques. Finally, to

the best of the author’s knowledge, the proposed methodology is the first among the works on

visualization-based mechanical pulping process operation performance evaluation.

Owing to the effective online pulp analyzers, the pulp property relevant measurements, such

as pulp freeness and shives, are accessible with a regular sampling rate; therefore, it makes the

real-time pulp quality closed-loop control feasible. However, controlling the pulp properties is still

an intermediate target, based on which the lab-measured handsheet properties, such as tensile and

bulk, need to be regulated eventually. In this work, we further modelled the handsheet properties as

functions of pulp properties, similar to online inferential sensors. And the prediction performance

of such an inferential sensor model is evaluated online. Only a few works exist on the reliability

analysis of inferential sensor models. For example, in Kaneko et al.’s work20, the Euclidean distance

of a new observation to the center of the model training data set is employed as a metric to assess

the model prediction accuracy. To evaluate the prediction accuracy of partial least squares (PLS)

models, Nomikos et al.21 designed approximate confidence intervals to indicate the model reliabil-

ity. Kamohara et al.22 reformulated this problem into a multivariate statistical process monitoring

framework and came up with a Hotelling T 2 statistic to diagnose the model performance degra-

dation. In order to fully explore the model training and validation performances, the bootstrap

method has been employed to generate pseudo samples and re-estimate the model several times23.

However, these above algorithms still have their own flaws24, and to address these issues, Khati-

bisepehr et al.24 proposed a Bayesian approach to characterize the relationship between the model

input space and prediction accuracy. Motivated by this existing work and considering the actual

CTMP process operations in our work, a new inferential sensor model reliability methodology is

developed. Compared with the existing work24, the Bayesian model, which is used to classify the

reliability levels, has been further simplified to adapt to the frequent model update and compu-
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tation resource limitations. More importantly, the uncertainty of the Bayesian classifier has been

quantified, and a compound metric is created as an evaluator of inferential sensor model reliability.

Based on this metric, the mill operators can be guided to set desired pulp properties.

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In section 2, the CTMP process is first

introduced, followed by the detailed procedures of CTMP process modelling. Section 3 includes

comprehensive explanations of the proposed visualization-based process operation evaluation ap-

proach and critical evaluation statistics. In addition to the process operation evaluation, the infer-

ential sensor model reliability analysis is formulated in section 4. All the proposed methodologies

are tested, and the performances are validated on a practical CTMP process, which is illustrated in

section 5. Finally, section 6 provides the conclusions and summarizes the proposed work.

2 Chemi-thermomechanical pulping process

In this work, a continuous CTMP process is considered with a basic schematic shown in Fig.

1. A typical CTMP process is decomposed by four sequential operation components, including (1)

wood chip pre-treatment; (2) two-stage high consistency refining process; (3) pulp processing and

(4) pulp bleaching operations2. In order to convert the raw wood chips to the high-yield pulp which

is qualified for paper making, the CTMP process employs both chemical addition and elevated

temperature as refining operating conditions during continuous pulping. Given this scenario, un-

derstanding the impacts of the operating conditions on the final pulp qualities becomes necessary.

In the following subsections, the functions of CTMP operation components, the process variable

characteristics and the objectives of this work are presented in detail.

2.1 Description of CTMP process components

In general, a CTMP process usually starts from the wood chip pre-treatment component, in

which a series of operations are conducted to prepare the wood chips to a refiner acceptable level.

Specifically, the feed-in wood chips first passes through the screen unit to remove the fragments

with unqualified sizes and then are washed to get rid of the contaminants, after which a steaming

operation is conducted with pre-designed pressure, and temperature25. A major difference between

CTMP and TMP processes happens during the wood chip pre-treatment operation, wherein the
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Figure 1: The schematic of a typical CTMP process

CTMP process, chemicals are added into the tank containing the processed wood chips, known as

chip impregnation. This additional chemical treatment aims to enhance the pulp brightness and

strength, and reduces the shive content. Thus, decreasing the energy required in the subsequent

refining operations2. Particular wood chip pre-treatment operations, such as the steaming and

pre-heating units, need predetermined pressure and temperature settings to keep the chip moisture

and long fibre contents within the expected operating range26. However, these operating conditions

vary from mill to mill and are even time-varying in a particular mill due to the feed-in wood chip

quality variation. The entire pre-treatment component runs slowly to process the raw wood chips

completely. In the CTMP process of this work, it usually takes 1.5 hours from the initial chip

storage bin to the blowline of the primary and secondary refiners.

The two-stage refining operation closely follows the wood chip pre-treatment units and acts as

a critical component in the CTMP process. Conveyed by a chip transfer screw, the pre-processed

wood chips are fed into primary and secondary refiners to complete the conversions from wood chips

to wood fibres and eventually to pulps. In the refining process, the rotating plates of the refiners

always maintain a high intensive working load to create the refining zones, where the primary refiner

can efficiently break the wood chips into fibres, and the secondary refiner can develop pulp qualities.

Therefore, the two-stage refiners are the most energy intensive units throughout the CTMP process.
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Meanwhile, dilution water is continuously fed into the two-stage refiners to keep a high-consistency

environment in the refining zones. However, high consistencies and high temperatures throughout

the refining process can make the wood fibres extremely deformed and entangled, resulting in stiff

lignin and deformed fibres. As a result, latency removal is required as the key unit to deflocculate

and straighten the fibres27. The high consistency refining and latency removal process usually cost

another 1.5 hours in the investigated CTMP process.

In addition to latency removal, the pulp processing operations include screening, low-consistency

refining, and cleaning procedures. After these operations, the pulps are further cleaned to a level of

reduced contaminants and shives and contain more flexible long fibres. To this end, the pulp at the

current stage is qualified for further bleaching and paper making. In the entire CTMP process, this

paper mainly focuses on the operations from chemical impregnation to latency removal to evaluate

the impacts of the process operating conditions on pulp qualities.

2.2 Main process variables

In order to provide a reliable and comprehensive evaluation of process operating conditions, the

key process variables and their correlations need to be comprehended. The following contents elab-

orate an overview of different process variables before proceeding to the CTMP process modelling.

As listed in Table 1, the available CTMP process variables include manipulated and operating

variables, pulp properties and handsheet properties, and are categorized according to their func-

tionalities and sampling frequency. Fig. 2 illustrates the sample locations and the relationships

among these process variables, with shaded nodes representing the operating variables.

2.2.1 Manipulated variables and operating variables

Manipulated variables (MVs) and operating variables (OVs) play an important role in CTMP

process control and optimization by deciding the process operating point and monitoring the process

operation performance. Following the definitions given in the existing literature26, 3, the MVs denote

the adjustable input variables to control the CTMP refining process in real time, and the OVs

represent the variables that indicate the operating conditions. The OVs depend on the MVs and

can strongly impact the pulp properties. Except for the refining consistency, both MVs and OVs are

accessible with a high sampling rate in this work, for example, in minute scale. The dependencies
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Figure 2: The illustration of the process variables in CTMP process, with shaded nodes representing
the operating variables

among MVs and OVs are denoted in Fig. 2 using arrows.

(1) Chip transfer screw speed R and production rate Pr

This MV-OV pair contains one of the most important mill operating factors, namely, the

production rate, which is defined as oven-dry wood flow fed into the primary refiner. It

indicates the throughput of the CTMP process and also decides the pulp yield amount. The

correlation between the production rate and chip transfer screw speed can be found as follows8:

Pr = 1.44kpscdcR (1)

where the production rate Pr (tonnes/day) is proportional to the multiplications of the pro-

portional constant kp (m3/rev), chip solid content sc (%), chip bulk density dc (kg/m3) and

chip transfer screw speed R (rpm).

However, in most cases, the wood chip quality relevant variables sc and dc can hardly be

measured precisely. Therefore, the production rate is simply calculated by multiplying a
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constant factor to the chip transfer screw speed, which also becomes the control strategy in

most pulp mills to achieve the desired production rate. On the other hand, the variations of

sc, dc and wood species turn into the dominant disturbance sources.

(2) Refiner plate gaps G1:2, refiner motor loads M1:2, refiner specific energies E1:2, and total

specific energy TSE

To obtain the desired pulp quality, the refiner operating conditions must be carefully adjusted

with different production rates. The variables with dominant impacts on the refining processes

are the refiner plate gaps, refiner motor loads and refiner specific energies, and they are also

strongly correlated with each other. The plate gaps of primary and secondary refiners are

defined as the separation distances between the refiner plates, which have a direct impact on

the refining zone surface area. Hydraulic or electro-mechanical systems can directly control

the plate gaps to achieve desired motor load and specific energy. The closer the plate gaps are,

the higher the power is consumed because of higher motor loads. The following correlation

between the motor load and specific energy is as follows:

Ei = ce ·
Mi

Pr
, i = 1, 2 (2)

where ce is a constant for unit conversion from MW · day/tonnes to kWh/tonnes.

From the above calculation, the specific energy can be interpreted as the energy consumed

when producing unit tonnes of dry pulp, which acts as a critical energy consumption indicator

and also strongly affects the produced pulp quality. Higher specific energy can be achieved

by increasing the motor load and keeping the production rate constant. For this two-stage

refining process, the total specific energy TSE is computed by adding E1 and E2 and is

evaluated to measure the total energy consumption of primary and secondary refiners. In

many pulp refining energy optimization works, the total specific energy is the only index

selected to measure economic performance.

(3) Dilution flow rates f1:2 and refining consistencies C1:2

Consistency in the refining zone is another important operating factor, which affects the

energy-quality relationships. Refining performances at different consistencies are quite differ-
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ent inspite of given specific energy. Therefore, maintaining consistency within a designated

operating range is very important to improve energy conversion efficiency. Among multiple

influential factors, the manipulation of dilution flow rates added to the refiners is the most

convenient. The refining consistency is defined as the ratio of dry fibre flow rate to fibre and

water flow rate; therefore, it cannot be directly measured online but is often inferred using a

mass balance mechanism28.

(4) Chemical add rate rc and chip preheater pressure P

Chemical add rate and preheater pressure are another two MVs in the wood chip pre-treatment

component and are rarely discussed in CTMP control strategy configuration. The change of

chemical add rate rc (kg/tonne) affects the freeness and shive content of the produced pulps

with given specific energy, and this index has to be optimized when performing CTMP process

optimization. The preheater pressure is measured at the chip pre-heating unit, which is in

upstream of the chip transfer screw, and proper adjustment of this pressure can also facilitate

the downstream pulp refining operations.

Table 1: Main process variables in the CTMP refining process

Manipulated variables Operating variables
Description Notation (Unit) Description Notation (Unit)

Chip transfer screw speed R (rpm) Production rate Pr (tonnes/day)
Primary refiner plate gap G1 (mm) Primary refiner motor load M1 (MW )

Secondary refiner plate gap G2 (mm) Secondary refiner motor load M2 (MW )
Primary dilution flow rate f1 (kg/s) Primary specific energy E1 (kWh/tonne)

Secondary dilution flow rate f2 (kg/s) Secondary specific energy E2 (kWh/tonne)
Chemical add rate rc (kg/tonne) Total specific energy TSE (kWh/tonne)

Chip preheater pressure P (kPa) Primary refining consistency C1 (%)
Secondary refining consistency C2 (%)

Pulp properties Handsheet properties
Description Notation (Unit) Description Notation (Unit)

Canadian standard freeness F (ml) Tensile T (N ·m/g)
Shive count S Bulk B (cm3/g)

2.2.2 Pulp properties

Several important and relevant pulp quality variables exist in the pulping process, such as

Canadian standard freeness, shive content, long fibre content, strength, etc., which can affect the
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final paper qualities. The desired pulp properties are defined according to the end product quality

requirement, and controlled in real-time by adjusting the MVs and OVs. The pulp properties are

measured by pulp online analyzers such as the PulpEye analysis system. The analyzer can provide

frequent sample measurement, with a sampling rate in the hour scale. The pulp freeness is measured

by collecting the water from a pulp suspension through pulp drainage, and it also represents the

degree of refining done on the pulp26. Shive count denotes the quantity of the shives in unit gram of

the pulp, which depends on the shive content, the pulp sample size, etc. It can act as an indicator

of pulp strength and drainage properties. Long fibre content is another indicator that is relevant

to pulp strength. Based on the practical requirements of CTMP mill operation, this work mainly

focuses on the first two most important pulp properties, namely, the freeness and shive count.

2.2.3 Handsheet properties

Handsheet properties, for example, tensile, bulk, tear and burst indices, are closely related to

the final paper product qualities. These variables of the handsheet quality are accessible from a

lab test, which is sampled on a day scale. For control purposes, the correlations between the pulp

properties and handsheet properties are established for feedback and therefore guide the process

operating conditions. In this study, the bulk and tensile indices are selected as two important

handsheet properties for modelling.

2.3 Process modelling

The CTMP process is complicated due to its time-varying and nonlinear behaviour. The energy

to pulp quality transformation and the fibre development mechanisms are still not fully understood

because of the complexities in its dynamics29. This causes the first-principle modelling of a CTMP

process quite challenging. In this paper, to evaluate the refining process operation performance, two

types of empirical models are developed and updated over time to capture the process variations.

The established models are validated on the actual CTMP mill data set and achieved satisfactory

accuracy, as illustrated in section 5.1. For the theoretical part of modelling, details are included in

the subsequent sub-sections.
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2.3.1 Pulp property modelling

Modelling is the most fundamental step for process operation evaluation. Models with simple

structures are usually much easier and more robust for real-time implementation and maintenance

compared with models in complicated structures. Many models designed for multivariate process

control have been reported in the existing literature3, 8, 26. However, these models consider many

refiner design parameters that are unavailable in the practical study necessitating to development

of new models to describe the CTMP process. As a result, the autoregressive with exogenous input

(ARX) model structure considering first-principles knowledge is employed to model the pulp freeness

and shives.

From the previous pulp property modelling work26, the pulp freeness and shives are mainly

decided by the specific energy E1:2, refining intensity I1:2 and specific refining power se1:2. The

governing equations are as follows.

Fi = (Fi0 − k1(Ei − Ei0)) · 10k2(Ii−Ii0)

SCi = SCi0 · 10k3(Ei−Ei0)+k4(sei−sei0)

sei = k5 · Ii

Ii =
Ei

k5 · τ
,

, i = 1, 2 (3)

where Fi0 and SCi0 are the initial values of pulp freeness and shive content, respectively; Ei0, Ii0

and sei0 denote the initial values of specific energy, refining intensity and specific refining power,

respectively. k1:5 are the refiner designing parameters, and the residence time τ denotes the duration

that pulp passes through the refining zone, which is a function of refining consistencies C1:2.

Moreover, the production rate, chemical add rate and chip preheater pressure are also considered

during modelling as they impact the pulp qualities. In summary, integrating the empirical modelling

in equation (3) and the other influential variables, the ARX models used in this paper are formulated

as below:

Ft = ϕt−dk · θ1,t + wt

log(St) = ϕt−dk · θ2,t + vt

ϕt−dk = [Ft−1 · · · Ft−na log(St−1) · · · log(St−na) ut−dk · · · ut−dk−nb
]

, t = 1, 2, · · · , T (4)
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where the input vector u in the predictor ϕ is composed of [Pr, rc, P, C1E1, C2E2]. log(·)

represents the logarithm operation with base 10, which is consistent with the shive content modelling

in equation (3). θ1,t and θ2,t are the model parameters which are estimated and updated using the

moving window least squares approach with unit stride. wt and vt are white Gaussian noise in the

ARX models.

More specifically, the refining consistencies C1:2 are included in this modelling as nonlinear

features to determine the specific energy efficiency. From empirical study30, for a given specific

energy, different consistencies in the refining zone majorly influence the pulp quality. Therefore,

a product of consistency and specific energy has been selected to model the impact of consistency

on specific energy efficiency. C1:2 cannot be measured online; therefore, the following models are

employed to estimate C1:2 online based on the dilution flow rate measurements8.

C1 =
100Pr

Pr + kdf1 − km1M1

C2 =
100Pr

Pr/(0.01C1) + kdf2 − km2M2

(5)

where kd, km1, km2 are the process relevant model parameters, which are determined by matching

the estimated consistency values to the lab consistency measurements.

Based on this modelling, the variations of freeness and shives can be precisely captured over

time. Therefore, the real-time impacts of operating conditions on the pulp properties can also be

evaluated.

Due to the complexity of the CTMP processes, model uncertainties, and system disturbances

are crucial factors to consider. Considering the computational capability and available process in-

formation, this work adopts the adaptive ARX modelling strategy to model the system in real-time.

However, it should be noted that to make the process model more robust to process disturbances

and model uncertainties, more advanced modelling algorithms can be employed. The proposed

framework has sufficient flexibility to embed different types of models.

2.3.2 Handsheet property modelling

Different from the pulp property modelling, the handsheet properties are accessible only from

lab analysis with a very slow sampling rate. The built model is expected to provide a real-time
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estimation of the selected handsheet properties, so that the desired pulp properties can be inferred

from the designated handsheet qualities. Existing works mainly focus on building multivariate

linear regression models to describe the correlations between pulp properties (such as freeness, shive

contents and long fibre contents), and the handsheet properties (such as drainage time, burst, tear,

bulk, etc.)31, 32, 33. In this work, after referring to the existing empirical models and conducting

several tests on the actual mill data, a PLS regression model is employed for handsheet property

modelling.

Xp = TpP
T
p + Ep

Yh = UhQ
T
h + Fh

Xp = [usc ut ub uf uPr ] ∈ RN×mx

Yh = [yt yb] ∈ RN×my

(6)

where Xp and Yh are the independent and dependent variables in this model, respectively; N ,

mx and my denote the number of samples, input space dimension and output space dimension,

respectively; Ep and Fh represent the measurement noise. The u and y components in Xp and Yh

are formulated as

usc = [log(SC1 + 1) log(SC2 + 1) · · · log(SCn + 1) · · · log(SCN + 1)]T

ut = [T1 T2 · · · Tn · · · TN ]T

ub = [B1 B2 · · · Bn · · · BN ]T

uf = [F2−λ1 F3−λ1 · · · Fn+1−λ1 · · · FN+1−λ1 ]
T

uPr = [Pr,2−λ2 Pr,3−λ2 · · · Pr,n+1−λ2 · · · Pr,N+1−λ2 ]
T

yt = [T2 T3 · · · Tn+1 · · · TN+1]
T

yb = [B2 B3 · · · Bn+1 · · · BN+1]
T

(7)

where F and Pr are sampled much faster than the handsheet properties, therefore the delay factors

λ1 and λ2 are introduced to represent the sampling instants of F and Pr, particularly.

In equation (6), the factor and loading matrices Tp, Uh, Pp and Qh are obtained by iterative

decomposition34. The prediction of handsheet properties is performed through the multivariate
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regression model Ŷ = X ·Bp, where Bp is calculated by the decomposed matrices in PLS regression34.

3 CTMP process operation evaluation – A visualization approach

Among the CTMP process operation components in Fig. 1, the two-stage high consistency

refining process is the most energy-intensive, and the power consumed by the refiners take approx-

imately 80% of the entire mill total energy consumption, but with low efficiency35. As a result,

much research has been done on the total specific energy optimization of pulp refining processes.

These optimization strategies usually provide an optimum solution to the controllers, which operate

the refining process automatically. However, in this work, the lack of stabilizing controller units in

the actual CTMP process limits the realization of conventional optimization strategies. Therefore,

inspired by the feasible region exploration in optimization, we developed a predictive operation per-

formance evaluator to identify potential operation improvement and energy reduction opportunities.

The feasible region of specific energies is comprehensively explored, and the evaluation results are

visualized in real-time for further decision-making.

3.1 Proposed methodology overview

The challenges of process operation evaluation are manifold. The first challenge is determining

specific evaluation metrics to assess the real-time operation performance. In the CTMP process un-

der study, because the pulp properties suffer from significant variations, the operation performance

cannot be determined solely by the currently produced pulp qualities, but also need to consider

how likely a process can generate pulps with qualified properties. In addition, the second challenge

arises when considering the measurement of impacts from selected process variables on the process

operation. The third challenge occurs when evaluating high-dimensional variables systematically,

including both inputs and outputs.

To properly address these challenges, a series of visualization and analysis units are established

and illustrated in Fig. 3. Based on the pulp property model in equation (4), the impacts from

process operating conditions to the pulp freeness and shives can be quantified. In order to facilitate

the integration of multidimensional input and output variables, the Kiviat diagram36 and a simply

designed pulp quality classifier are employed to compress the multivariate inputs and outputs to
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a visible dimension. From empirical process operations, the total specific energy consumption and

its allocation to the two-stage refiners are core decision process variables, where the relationships

E1 = TSE · α and E2 = TSE · (1 − α) hold. Meanwhile, since the potential of energy reduction

is also a vital consideration of this study, among all the model input variables, TSE and α are

selected as free variables to explore the feasible region and generate the predictive feasible map.

The fixed process variables can affect the distribution of a feasible map and can also be involved in

the free process variable set if needed. The generated feasible map is updated when new process

measurements are available and provide statistics predicting the process operating status in the next

sampling instant. The contribution generator block computes the contributions from both fixed and

free process variables to the process operation. In the following subsections, the main functional

blocks of the proposed methodology are introduced providing more details.

Figure 3: The schematic of the proposed operation performance visualization methodology, with
shaded nodes representing OVs

3.2 Compressed visualization of process operating conditions and pulp proper-

ties

To compress the multidimensional process operating conditions and pulp properties for clear

visualization, different strategies are adopted. Motivated by the time-explicit Kiviat diagram37,

the polar coordinate representation and the centroid calculation strategy are used to illustrate the
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location of specific process operating conditions. On the other hand, the pulp properties are encoded

by an empirical classifier with colored quality regions, as indicated in the pulp quality classifier block

of Fig. 3.

3.2.1 Visualization of process operating conditions

To comprehensively explore the energy feasible region at a specific sampling instant t, the inte-

grated process operating conditions are defined as

O =



TSE1 α1 Pr,t rc,t Pt

TSE2 α2 Pr,t rc,t Pt

...
...

...
...

TSENs αNs Pr,t rc,t Pt


=



O1

O2

...

ONs


∈ RNs×ms (8)

where O represents the operating conditions regression matrix, TSE1:Ns and α1:Ns denote the

random sample pairs of the free process variables, with Ns samples in total. Pr,t, rc,t and Pt are

consistent to the actual process operations at time t, which could affect the energy efficiency. ms is

the total number of selected MVs and OVs.

Not limited to the variable dimensions, the polar coordinate system allows us to represent one

normalized sample vector in 2D space. For example, the sub-figures (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 illustrate

how one sample and multiple samples are depicted in the polar coordinate system, where the process

variables are aligned radially according to the designated angles with normalized magnitude values.

Following this way, each sample vector Ons is presented as a closed polygon. To further simplify

the illustration, the geometric center of each polygon is computed by converting the vertices of this

polygon into 2D Cartesian coordinates and performing an average, as shown in equation (9).

xc,ns =

∑ms
i=1 xi,ns

ms

yc,ns =

∑ms
i=1 yi,ns

ms

(9)

where the pair (xi,ns , yi,ns) denotes the Cartesian coordinate of the ith vertex or process variables,

and (xc,ns , yc,ns) denotes the computed centroid coordinate.

As a result, each multivariate sample Ons is compressed as a centroid point (xc,ns , yc,ns), as
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Figure 4: The illustration of one sample and multiple samples in polar coordinate system (subfigures
(a) and (b)) and their corresponding centroids in 2D Cartesian coordinate system (subfigures (c)
and (d))

illustrated in the sub-figures (c) and (d) of Fig. 4. This approach achieves the visualization of

process operating conditions, and the visualization of pulp properties is explained in the next sub-

section.

3.2.2 Visualization of pulp properties

The evaluation of pulp properties mainly focuses on how desired or undesired the pulp quali-

ties are. Therefore, an encoder is needed to convert the pulp property measurements into different

production levels, which is denoted as the pulp quality classifier. In this work, benefiting from the

two-dimensional pulp properties, the linear separator is employed for quality region segmentation

based on the mill requirements after assessing the handsheet properties. Fig. 5 shows the seg-

mentation of pulp freeness and shives. From mill production requirement, the pulp freeness should

be bounded within the freeness upper and lower bounds, and pulp shives should be constrained

below the shives upper bound, as shown in the green region of Fig. 5. For instance, region 2 (red)

and region 3 (yellow) represent freeness degradation and shive degradation, respectively, and the
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underlying causes and solutions should be figured out independently. Such color annotation leads

to a differentiable pulp quality visualization, which can be integrated with the operating condition

visualization to create feasible maps.

Figure 5: The pulp property segmentation

3.3 Feasible map creation and analysis

The feasible map is built based on linking and visualizing the explored feasible process operating

region and the predicted pulp quality regions. The feasible map is updated as and when the process

model, MVs, and OVs change over time. Fig. 6 contains a snapshot of the generated feasible

map on 15-Jan-2021 at 19:00:00, where the process operating conditions are represented by their

corresponding centroids. Each color represents one pulp quality level. The feasible map displays

as many explorations and performances as possible, among which only one realization can happen

in reality, as denoted by the ♦ in Fig. 6. At the sampling instant t − 1, the feasible map works

as a predictor and evaluator for the process operation decision at time t, where the validation is

performed using actual process measurements simultaneously.

By creating a feasible map, some information about real-time process operations can be derived.

Firstly, we can observe the impacts of fixed process variables on energy efficiency. In an extreme

situation, if one set of fixed process variables can make 100% reproductions falling into green regions,

then this process has a higher possibility to provide satisfied pulp products than the one with 0%
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Figure 6: The feasible map generated to evaluate the process operation on 15-Jan-2021 at 19:00:00

green region partition. Therefore, the quality region distribution can be claimed as a good indicator

for process operation evaluation. Secondly, comparing the energy exploration and the actual energy

consumption, the potential energy-saving operation areas can be figured out, as illustrated in the

shaded green region of Fig. 6. Finally, by tracking the movements of process variables and the

feasible map in real-time, the causes of performance improvement or degradation can be diagnosed.

As a summary, the statistics listed in Table 2 can be used to evaluate the process operations

and compute potentially reduced energy consumption. The contribution indices in Table 2 are used

to calculate the contribution from the ith process variable PVi to the quality region distribution in

the feasible map from time t− 1 to t. The transition probabilities P (It = 1|It−1 = k1, δ(PVi)) and

P (It = k2|It−1 = 1, δ(PVi)) represent the increment and loss of the good quality region, respectively,

where It denotes the pulp quality region at time t and δ(PVi) is computed by comparing the effect

of PVi at time t and time t − 1. The weights wk1 and wk2 are pre-defined according to the actual

process requirement.
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Table 2: Summary of the statistics and contribution indices from the feasible map

Statistics Formulation Description

Quality region distribution

pj =
Nj∑nr
j=1Nj

, j = 1, · · · , nr Represent how likely a process
is able to provide pulp
with desired quality

Nj - the number of samples in the jth region

nr - the total pulp quality region number

Potential energy saving

rTSE =
TSEa −median(TSEp)

TSEa Represent the potential percentage
of total specific energy savingTSEa - the actual TSE

TSEp - the potential reduced TSEs

Contribution indices Formulation Description

Contribution of the
ith process variable

at time t

li,t =
∑nr

k1=2wk1 l
(k1)
i,t −

∑nr
k2=2wk2 l

(k2)
i,t Calculate the quality region

transition caused by the
variation of PVi

l
(k1)
i,t = P (It = 1|It−1 = k1, δ(PVi)), k1 = 2, · · · , nr

l
(k2)
i,t = P (It = k2|It−1 = 1, δ(PVi)), k2 = 2, · · · , nr

4 Handsheet property model reliability analysis

In section 2.3.2, we have presented the predictive inferential sensor modelling of the handsheet

properties. The estimated inferential sensor model is used to generate the estimated handsheet

properties with a faster sampling rate and can be employed to guide process operations by setting

the desirable pulp properties. Because of the infrequent update and long-time usage, the reliability

evaluation of the inferential sensor model is critical and can be achieved by characterizing the

correlation between the input operating space and the model prediction error. During the model

training period, the collected historical input data might not be uniformly sampled. Therefore,

observing increased model uncertainties in specific input operating spaces is natural.

In order to quantify the model reliability, the relationship between the model input and model

prediction error is established based on the model training performance. Considering the model in

equation (6), its corresponding reliability level can be categorized into binary classes as follows:

rb =

 0 (High reliability level) if |eb| ≤ thb

1 (Low reliability level) otherwise
(10)

where rb represents the reliability level of the bulk model; eb = yb − ŷb denotes the bulk model

prediction error, with threshold thb defined according to the empirical requirement of the model

accuracy.
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As a result, during online implementation, for a given new fast sampling input vector urnew =

[uf,new uPr,new], the first objective is to identify the corresponding reliability level based on historical

training data as below:

rbnew = argmax
rb

P (rb|urnew; µ̂b
0, Σ̂

b
0, µ̂

b
1, Σ̂

b
1, p̂

b
0) (11)

where the set { ˆµb
0:1,

ˆΣb
0:1} includes all the probabilistic classifier parameters identified from historical

training data, and p̂b0 denotes the estimated prior probability of defining a high reliable bulk model

without any observation. These parameters are estimated by maximizing the following likelihood

function.

{ ˆµb
0:1,

ˆΣb
0:1, p̂

b
0} = argmax

µb
0:1,Σ

b
0:1,p

b
0

∑
nc∈Nc

log{P (uf,nc , uPr,nc |rbnc
;µb

rbnc
,Σb

rbnc
) · P (rbnc

; pb0)} (12)

where the input vector [uf,nc uPr,nc ] is assumed to follow different multivariate Gaussian distribu-

tions parameterized by mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ under different conditions, such as,

rbn = 0, 1. Nc is created by selecting the training samples whose Euclidean distances to the new

input urnew are less than the Euclidean distance median of all the training samples.

Therefore, the posterior probability in equation (11) is computed as

P (rb = j|urnew; µ̂b
0, Σ̂

b
0, µ̂

b
1, Σ̂

b
1, p̂

b
0) =

P (urnew|rb = j; µ̂b
j , Σ̂

b
j) · P (rb = j; p̂b0)∑1

i=0 P (urnew|rb = i; µ̂b
i , Σ̂

b
i) · P (rb = i; p̂b0)

, j = 0, 1 (13)

So far, a new input sample’s reliability level is completely defined by its neighbours’ reliability

levels in the model training data set. However, such classification does not consider the spatial

distributions between the new sample and its adjacent training samples. This conclusion arises

from the uncertainty of the underlying distribution urnew|rnew ∼ N (µrnew ,Σrnew), which might not

be fully consistent to the distribution uNc |rNc ∼ N (µrNc
,ΣrNc

) of the adjacent training samples.

Therefore, a Gaussian process model38 is employed to evaluate such uncertainty. The final reliability

index is created by integrating both the Gaussian process model output and the reliability classifier

output.

A Gaussian process model is created by extending the conventional multivariate Gaussian distri-
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bution to an infinite dimensional stochastic process39. In our work, we use a Gaussian process prior

to modelling the prior distribution of prediction error with respect to the input space, as below.

eb(u) ∼ GP(m(u), k(u, u′)) (14)

where m(u) and k(u, u′) are Gaussian process prior mean and covariance functions, respectively,

and u denotes any arbitrary input sample within the input sample space. For simplicity, in this

work, m(u) = 0 is chosen as the prior mean, and the widely used kernel formulation is employed to

represent k(u, u′) as follows:

k(ui, uj) = exp(− 1

2δ2
||ui − uj ||) (15)

where δ is the hyper parameter controlling the width of the kernel and || · || indicates the Euclidean

distance calculator.

By means of such prior distribution, given input value us, we can infer the prediction error pos-

terior probability distribution eb(us)|{uf,n, uPr,n, e
b
n}Nn=1, us ∼ N (µs(us), σ

2
s(us)) by using Sherman-

Morrison-Woodbury formula40. The posterior mean and covariance functions µs(us) and σ2
s(us) are

in the following formulations.

µs(us) = kK−1[eb1 eb2 · · · ebN ]T

σ2
s(us) = k(us, us)− kK−1kT

(16)

where the kernel vector k and kernel matrix K are

k = [k(us, [uf,1, uPr,1]) k(us, [uf,2, uPr,2]) · · · k(us, [uf,N , uPr,N ])] ∈ R1×N

K =


k([uf,1, uPr,1], [uf,1, uPr,1]) · · · k([uf,1, uPr,1], [uf,N , uPr,N ])

...
...

...

k([uf,N , uPr,N ], [uf,1, uPr,1]) · · · k([uf,N , uPr,N ], [uf,N , uPr,N ])

 ∈ RN×N
(17)

Hence, the formulation of the reliability index for any arbitrarily defined input sample us is

RI(us) = P (eb(us) ≤ thb|us, {uf,n, uPr,n, e
b
n}Nn=1) · P (rbus

= 0|us, µ̂b
0, Σ̂

b
0, µ̂

b
1, Σ̂

b
1, p̂

b
0)

−P (eb(us) > thb|us, {uf,n, uPr,n, e
b
n}Nn=1) · P (rbus

= 1|us, µ̂b
0, Σ̂

b
0, µ̂

b
1, Σ̂

b
1, p̂

b
0)

(18)
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where the probability P (eb(us) ≤ thb|us, {uf,n, uPr,n, e
b
n}Nn=1) is computed by the Gaussian pro-

cess posterior and P (rbus
= 0|us, µ̂b

0, Σ̂
b
0, µ̂

b
1, Σ̂

b
1, p̂

b
0) is calculated by the reliability level classifier in

equation (13).

The point to be noted here is that even though the Gaussian process posterior can reflect

the prediction error distribution of any given us, it is still insufficient to be used independently

for model reliability evaluation. That is because the Gaussian process model can only provide a

rough estimation of the prediction errors. But on the other hand, such estimation can offer a good

measurement of the error distribution uncertainty from the covariance function σ2
s(us). In equation

(18), only when both the Gaussian process model and reliability classifier confirm the high-reliability

level, the reliability index RI will show a positive value. The larger RI implies higher reliability

of the model predictions at a given input operating point, and vice-versa. Therefore, this RI can

guide the setting of desirable production pulp properties.

5 Performance validation on a real CTMP process

In this section, the performance of the above-proposed methodology is validated on a practical

CTMP process operated by the Taylor Pulp mill of Canfor company, located in British Columbia,

Canada. The mill provided two sets of data for process operation evaluation, ranging from October

2019 to December 2019, and January 2021 to September 2021, respectively. For simplicity, in

the subsequent contents, these two data sets are denoted as 2019 data and 2021 data separately.

Moreover, another data set with a longer duration, from July 2018 to September 2021, was provided

for handsheet properties modelling and reliability analysis. The mill generally targets to produce

paper products with multiple grades. In this study, the process operations under research mainly

focus on the paper products with two grades (thickness (µm)/grammage (g/m2)), i.e., 350/75 grade

and 400/70 grade. Different product grades determine different production requirements, namely,

various desirable pulp properties. As a result, the designed operation evaluation approach should

be adjustable to the switching of product grades, which is achieved by the adaptive modelling

approach and the flexible pulp property segmentation. In the following sub-sections, the modelling

performances of pulp properties and handsheet properties are first demonstrated, and subsequently,

the real-time process operation evaluation is also validated. Finally, the model reliability analysis
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of handsheet properties is conducted and tested on the bulk property.

5.1 Pulp property and handsheet property modelling performance validation

5.1.1 Pulp property model validation

The modelling of pulp properties, i.e., freeness and shives, has been thoroughly explained in

section 2.3.1, where the ARX model structure in equation (4) is employed. In order to adapt to

process variations, a fixed-length moving window is used to update the models at every sampling

instant. The model update window length in both cases is set as 300 hours. From the PulpEye

analysis system, the pulp property measurements are available every 30 minutes on average. The

model in equation (4) is built up based on this slower sampling rate. Since the process operating

variables are accessible at a faster sampling rate, the freeness and shives can be estimated from the

faster-sampled process variables if needed. The developed ARX model has no identifiability issues

because of the convex nature of objective function and the proper choice of input, and sampling rate

leading to unique parameter estimation. Unified model orders na and nb are chosen for both data

sets with values 2 and 3, correspondingly. After implementing the modelling technique, the actual

measured and predicted pulp properties are illustrated in Fig. 7, from which we can observe that

the model predictions precisely track the actual measurements. More detailed validation statistics

are included in Table 3, where the R value is calculated from the model prediction and actual

measurement. When R is equal to 1, the measurement and prediction are perfectly matched, which

is impossible due to noise contamination. From Table 3, the R values are as high as 0.9119 and

0.8828 for freeness and shives predictions, respectively. The normalized RMSE values are as low as

0.0215 and 0.1232 for freeness and shives, respectively. Such model prediction accuracy is sufficient

enough for process operation evaluation purposes.

Table 3: Pulp property model validation statistics

2021 Case 2019 Case
R value Normalized RMSE R value Normalized RMSE

Freeness 0.9119 0.0215 0.8537 0.0458
Shives 0.8137 0.1582 0.8828 0.1232
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Figure 7: The pulp property modelling performance in 2019 and 2020 data sets

5.1.2 Handsheet property model validation

Following the handsheet property modelling described in section 2.3.2, we have integrated the

relevant process variables and developed the PLS regression model formulated in equations (6) - (7).

The previous lab measurements and frequently sampled variables are employed for future tensile

and bulk predictions. Similar to the pulp property modelling, in order to accurately reflect the

actual process responses, the handsheet property model is also updated using the moving window

strategy over time with the model updated every sampling instant. The model update window length

is selected as 100 samples in this scenario. Moreover, the handsheet property measurements are

available at the frequency of one to two samples per day. The actual measurements of pulp properties

are available every 30 minutes on average, and the process operating variables are accessible at a

faster sampling rate every minute. The tensile and bulk modelling performance is illustrated in

Fig. 8, where one can observe that the model predictions can capture the main trend of the actual

measurements. In Table 4, the R values of the lower two sub-figures in Fig. 8 are computed

as 0.7698 and 0.7059. Potential reasons for such deterioration include the extremely sparse and

irregular lab samples available for modelling, and also, the model update is conducted relatively

less frequently than the pulp properties. Compared to the existing literature2, the computed R

values and normalized RMSE values imply a satisfactory performance of the identified handsheet

property models.
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Figure 8: The handsheet property modelling performance

Table 4: Handsheet property model validation statistics

Tensile Bulk
R value Normalized RMSE R value Normalized RMSE

0.7698 0.1328 0.7059 0.0682

5.2 Performance validation on the proposed real-time process operation evalu-

ation approach

Following the proposed methodology described in section 3, the CTMP process operation can

be evaluated in real-time based on the identified pulp property ARX models. Consistent with

the modelling, the same operation duration in 2019 and 2021 has been employed for performance

demonstration, during which the process operation is switched between two production grades, i.e.,

400/70 and 350/75 grades. The preliminary configuration starts from segmenting the pulp quality

regions, as shown in Fig. 5, by predetermining the freeness and shives bounds. So far, in accordance

with the mill operation requirement, the bounds of freeness and shives under different product grades
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are summarized in Table 5. After applying these requirements, the pulp quality classifier assorts

every single pulp property output to one out of five quality regions. In summary, simple comparative

statistics of pulp quality classifier outputs are integrated into Table 6, from which we can conclude

that the process operation in 2021 is much better than that in 2019 with respect to the satisfaction of

product requirements. In the next step, we presented an online predictive feasible map as introduced

in section 3.3 at every sampling instant and validated its effectiveness using practical process data.

Table 5: Mill requirements on pulp property under different product grades

350/75 grade 400/70 grade
Upper bound Lower bound Upper bound Lower bound

Freeness 700 570 700 595
Shives 750 0 1000 0

Table 6: Pulp quality region distribution in 2019 and 2021 investigation

Pulp quality region and distribution
Region 1 (Expected) Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5

2019 operation 38.47% 36.18% 25.34% 0 0
2021 operation 80.46% 10.38% 9.17% 0 0

Referring to Table 2, the first set of information that is obtained from the predictive feasible

map in Fig. 6 is the quality region distributions. Based on the obtained feasible map, the quality

region distributions for both 2019 and 2021 case studies are shown in Fig. 9. Here, we can find

major differences between the 2019 and 2021 quality region distributions, where the expected region

1 dominates the most operating time in 2021 but only occupies part of the operating time in 2019.

This finding is consistent with the comparative performance illustrated in Table 6.

The advantage of the feasible map is its predictive capability; therefore, it can provide quality re-

gion distributions several minutes ahead of the actual event occurrence. In this way, the continuous

degradation of region 1 or the increase of the other regions can alert the variations of the process,

which might result in unsatisfied product qualities. Several thresholds ranging from 0.9 to 0.5 are

selected as conditions to demonstrate the predictive accuracy to predict the most likely happened

region in the upcoming sampling instant and compared it with the actual process outcome. Table

7 summarizes the test results in both the 2019 and 2021 case studies. In Table 7, the percent-

ages corresponding to different regions are the prediction accuracy for both cases using different
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Figure 9: The comparison of quality region distributions in 2019 and 2021 case studies

thresholds. For example, when the threshold is selected as 0.9, the feasible map has more than 90%

confidence to predict the next quality region, and the accuracy of such prediction is computed for

all the regions. One can conclude from Table 7 that given threshold 0.9, the prediction accuracy

of both 2019 and 2021 cases are the most accurate, while as the threshold decreases, the prediction

accuracy gets decreased, which is natural as the feasible map confidence level also decreases. The

last row of Table 7 summarizes the portion of data that has the outstanding region distribution.

The higher portion value implies a wider feasible map. Note that the thresholds for different region

predictions can be set differently for better prediction performance. In a real-time implementation,

especially working with the complicated time-varying CTMP process, it is unrealistic to expect the

proposed strategy to continually maintain close to 100% accuracy. Whenever the feasible map can

provide high confidence in its prediction, the corresponding solutions can be considered to help

improve the process operations.

Based on the evaluation statistics listed in Table 2, the process operation periods with potential

energy-saving possibilities can be identified with energy reduction estimations. By setting the

predictive threshold as 0.6 for the 2019 case study, 64.23% samples have more than 80% accurate
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Table 7: Test performance of the feasible map predictive capability

Predictive Threshold 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5
2019 2021 2019 2021 2019 2021 2019 2021 2019 2021

Region 1 100% 95.47% 95% 96.03% 94.94% 94.39% 93.43% 92.23% 91.57% 91.38%
Region 2 88.68% 90.32% 84.06% 83.64% 82.86% 77.45% 86.43% 70.18% 76.86% 68.63%
Region 3 100% 92.59% 88.24% 86.36% 81.40% 81.97% 81.40% 76.83% 80% 72.22%
Region 4 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Region 5 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Covered portion
of all data 12.33% 38.12% 19.18% 57.37% 34.55% 76.24% 64.23% 89.67% 84.63% 96.75%

predictions in all the regions, which means the feasible map provides more reliable process operation

evaluations than using a lower threshold, such as 0.5. Hence, the ratio of energy reduction is

computed for these 64.23% samples and is illustrated in Fig. 10. In the 2021 case study, instead

of using a unified threshold for all the regions, compound predictive thresholds are applied, with a

threshold value of 0.8 for region 2 and 0.7 for the other regions. In this way, 73.62% samples are

considered in the 2021 case for energy consumption evaluation. As illustrated in Fig. 10, the total

specific energy can be reduced compared with actual process energy consumption, and the average

energy reduction ratios for 2019 and 2021 are calculated as 6.40% and 7.92%, respectively. It is

worth noting that the negative energy-saving ratios happening in the 2021 case study indicate the

scenarios where more energy consumption is required to bring the process from the other region

back to the expected quality region 1.

Figure 10: The energy saving ratios in 2019 and 2021 case studies

Finally, the last information derived from the predictive feasible map is the contribution indices

of different process variables. In Fig. 11, the contribution indices and quality region distribution
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from October 26, 2019 to October 28, 2019 are shown as an illustration, where one can observe

the gradual variation of region distributions and the corresponding PV contributions. The positive

and negative contributions reflect the process changes caused by the PVi variations, and these

contributions can be used to guide the process operations. In this particular case, the weights

wk1 and wk2 remain the same for all quality region transitions, while they can also be adjusted

individually to emphasize some especially desirable or undesirable quality region switches.
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Figure 11: The illustrative snapshot of contribution indices from process variables

5.3 Performance validation on handsheet property model reliability analysis

In the above section 5.1.2, the tensile and bulk indices are modelled and the performance is

illustrated in Fig. 8. Following the reliability analysis method introduced in section 4, the bulk

model is selected to evaluate as it has a lower R value than the tensile model. First of all, the

distribution of bulk model absolute prediction error is depicted in Fig. 12, where the threshold thb

of the model reliability level is selected as 0.4. From precise statistical analysis, for 79.88% instances,

the bulk model generates predictions with a higher reliability level, and for 20.12% cases, the model
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provides predictions with a lower reliability level. We aim to further evaluate the modelling reliability

against the model input space.

Figure 12: The distribution of bulk absolute prediction error

Because all the estimated models in this work are updated using the moving window strategy

at every sampling instant, the model reliability classifier in equations (11) - (13) and the Gaus-

sian process model in equations (14) - (17) are also evaluated whenever a new model is obtained

from training data set. In this work, the free input space [uf , uPr ] is two-dimensional; there-

fore, the illustrations of results are achievable. Taking the reliability analysis on the identified

model on December 17, 2019, as an example, Fig. 13 includes the estimated posterior distribution

eb(us)|{uf,n, uPr,n, e
b
n}Nn=1, us ∼ N (µs(us), σ

2
s(us)), where µs(us) and σ2

s(us) are depicted in the left

and right sub-figures, respectively. The green and red dots are the model training samples labelled

with rb = 0 and rb = 1, respectively. From this illustration, we can first find that this estimated

posterior distribution can provide the mean value of eb(us) from the training data, and the sampling

areas with denser red dots tend to generate higher absolute prediction errors. Also, in the σ2
s(us)

illustration, the uncertainty of posterior estimation is also computed from the sampling density and

the input space areas with fewer training samples have higher error uncertainty and will therefore

be assigned with lower reliability index values.

After integrating the posterior error distribution and the reliability classifier outcome, the prob-
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Figure 13: The illustration of bulk prediction error posterior distribution estimated from Gaussian
process, with green dots and red dots representing the training samples with high-reliability levels
and low-reliability levels, respectively.

ability of rb = 1 and the reliability index RI in the input space are calculated and shown in Fig.

14. Here, from the estimation of P (rb = 1|uf , uPr ;
ˆµb
0:1,

ˆΣb
0:1, p̂

b
0) in the left sub-figure, we can ob-

serve that certain areas which are rarely sampled could have a lower probability of rb = 1 because

the adjacent samples are more reliable. The RI integrates the classifier output and the estimated

absolute error posterior distributions, resulting in different levels of reliability in the rarely sampled

areas. The reliability index chart can help the operator define the desired pulp freeness given specific

production rates. When testing the pulp freeness in the area with a higher RI value, the process

operator can trust the handsheet property model.

Finally, as a comprehensive validation, we applied the model reliability index to estimate the

reliability levels throughout the input space and validated our estimated result with the actual

process measurement. Here, to provide a more conservative validation result, we set a threshold of

0.2 for RI, which means that if RI > 0.2, we claim that this input sample can provide prediction

with a high-reliability level and vice-versa. The actual process measurement at the next sampling

instant is applied to match and validate the reliability prediction. The validation results are sum-

marized in Table 8. Here, for the cases with calculated RI > 0.2, there are more than 80% bulk

predictions with smaller absolute prediction errors, and this portion is much more significant than

the cases with computed RI ≤ 0.2. On the other hand, when the estimated RI ≤ 0.2, there are
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Figure 14: The illustration of reliability classifier outcome (left subfigure) and the reliability index
(right subfigure), with green dots and red dots representing the training samples with high-reliability
levels and low-reliability levels, respectively.

outstandingly larger portions of data with 0.4 < |eb| < 0.5 and |eb| ≥ 0.5 than the other case. This

clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed reliability index. Sampling the freeness and

production rate in the area with higher RI could be more likely to result in more reliable model

predictions of handsheet properties.

Table 8: Validation performance on the reliability analysis

Estimated reliability level
RI > 0.2 (High reliability level) RI ≤ 0.2 (Low reliability level)

Actual |eb| ≤ 0.4 81.12% 57.69%
Actual 0.4 < |eb| < 0.5 6.01% 19.23%
Actual |eb| ≥ 0.5 12.88% 23.08%

6 Conclusions and Future works

In the continuous CTMP process, aiming at improving energy efficiency and maintaining the

produced pulp quality, we proposed a non-intrusive operating recommendation system with an

extensible framework. In this system, a high-dimensional visualization technique based on the

Kiviat diagram has been employed to integrate the multidimensional process operating space and the

product quality so as to assess how the process is operated over time. For real-time implementation,
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two critical points, i.e., simpleness and robustness, are fully considered in this work. Simple and

robust model structures are employed with sufficient accuracy, and intuitive illustrations of the

process operating conditions with comprehensible statistics are provided. The proposed work links

the process operating space to the intermediate pulp properties, which are controlled to regulate

the handsheet properties. To further investigate the relationship between pulp properties and the

handsheet properties, an inferential sensor model was developed with a reliability index to indicate

which input sample area is more likely to provide more accurate predictions. The effectiveness of

the proposed methodologies has been validated using the data extracted from a real-time CTMP

process. The Future scope of the proposed work is as follows:

1. To further improve the model robustness, additional mechanical properties and the process

disturbances from feedstock, such as fiber heterogeneity, will be considered. Thus, more valuable

insights into the CTMP process can be obtained, leading to better process operations. Consider-

ing first-principle and data-driven modelling strategies, a hybrid predictive model structure could

describe the correlations between process operating conditions and paper mechanical properties.

Combining reinforcement learning techniques with this hybrid model structure would enhance the

model’s accuracy and assist in making proper process operation decisions.

2. The investigated process operation areas will be extended to screening and rejecting refining

segments and eventually develop a plant-wide process operation evaluation strategy.
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